
Warehouse

49-56 Hours

1 - 30 min lunch; 2 - 15 min break

Mask, Gloves, Safety Vest
No special Requirements

Warehouse Staff (Non-Forklift)

*100% Walking
*100% Grip/Grasp (dolly, box, etc.)
*100% Hearing and seeing for situational awareness and safety
*67% Standing
*67% Push/pull w/ Dolly carrying (~200-300lbs)
67% Inventory check
34% Push/pull w/ Dolly carrying (~100-200lbs)
34% Lift carry up to 50lbs (small appliances, parts, etc.)
34% Labeling (Stooping/Forward lean
34% Scanning Parts
34% Squatting
34% Desk/Office/Computer Work
34% One or Two man lifts to stack small appliances
33% Moving TEMCO Trucks within parking lot on premises for Pre-Load
33% Box Cutting

Maneuvering around operating forklifts, and other coworkers with dollys.

Dolly

Pen, Chalk, Wrapping Tape, Scanner, Clipboard, Box Cutter



This position requires one to have the ability to be on 
their feet walking constantly. 85% of the job entails 
pushing dollies w/ various appliances from one location 
to another within the warehouse (average: 180 ft 
between each location). Sitting is rare unless assigned 
to paperwork (rare). Walking is frequent since EE’s need 
to constantly look for shipments/appliances to prepare 
them for delivery. Surfaces are variable, and EE’s are 
constantly walking with dolly, either loaded or unloaded.

Forward bending (often) depends on type of appliances being 
prepped. Also when EE’s are looking for specific shipments around 
the warehouse and the item is at hip level or below. Backward 
extension is not common but a backward lean is needed to load an 
appliance onto a dolly (up to 45°)(Appliance weight avg: 100 lbs). 
Twisting is rare-never.

Cervical flexion for labeling/reading, scanning parts, 
cardboard break down are frequent (60%)(*Correcting for 
optimal surface heights to follow*). Job rarely requires 
neck extension. Twisting/turning/tilting during use of dolly 
for spatial, and situational awareness is constant (67%).

Kneeling is very rare in this position. Crouching/squatting 
occasionally happens when trying to find attachment/parts on 
shelves that are found on the bottom or reading labels placed on 
the lower half of appliances. Also, squatting is usd to set up a lift/
carry of one of the smaller appliances during both 1 man carries 
and 2 man carries. Climbing stairs/ladders when looking for 
appliances that have been stacked on top of each other about 
60ft in the air is rare. Foot Plantarflexion and Dorsiflexion is 
frequent when tilting a dolly back to load an appliance.

Reaching at chest to shoulder level is very 
frequent with a distance of (<1ft) in front. This is 
when using the dolly or sliding appliance to move 
very small distances (avg. 3 ft). Pushing a dolly at 
chest level is frequent, keeping shoulder neutral. 
Above and below the chest occur occasionally 
when having to grab parts off the shelf, place 
labels, etc. Rarely is reaching behind the body 
done, and work habits are modified to correct.

Elbow flexion/extension is used ~33% when 
using dollies to move appliances, while 
carrying appliances, parts, cardboard, etc. 
Wrist extension and flexion is used when 
pushing appliances ~15% when equipment is 
not used. Wrist rotation is rarely used. 

Dolly use 
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EE squats and lifts microwaves into trucks for 
pre-load and staging. Microwaves are stacked 
onto other shorter appliances (dishwashers). 

Never needs to be carried more than a few feet. 

EE squats and lifts smaller appliances into 
trucks for pre-load and staging. Appliances are 

stacked onto other shorter appliances 
(dishwashers). Never needs to be carried more 

than a few feet. 
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EE carries items that need to be lifted as close 
to the spot as possible. Distance is never longer 
than a about 3 feet. Only performed once a day 
if unable to use dolly due to limitations of space.

3’0

1 Man P/P

Pushing dolly @45° angle w/ varying 
height, weight, and distance. The dolly 

weight averages out during the work bout 
to approx. 100 lbs. Distance pushed 

varies, averaging: 160ft. 
Pulling dolly: rare.

EE never two man carry appliances.

Pushing: Constant
Pulling: Rare Variable



Constant

Constant

Constant

Rare
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Grip and grasping used during use of the dolly to control 
push, and pull with, and without heavy appliances. Grip/
grasp also used during breakdown of cardboard through 

grabbing the cardboard.

Used during labeling from repeatedly pushing label on 
appliance. Used most as an accessory to gripping/grasping 

and pinch grip. Not an isolated movement of just the 
fingers and palm.

Primary function used during cardboard 
breakdown and sorting and pulling 

appliance parts.

Only used for the rare computer work during shift. Only one 
or two perform this action during a shift.

This task is rarely needed by warehouse workers



The environment is 90% inside with 10% not under a roof 
when they are moving trucks around for pre-load. They 

are exposed to outside variable conditions, of which, may 
impact the conditions inside the warehouse. There is 

occasionally noise and vibration from trucks sitting idle in 
the loading docks, forklift operation/honking, and the 

recycling center operating. During the totality of 
warehouse work bouts there is variable lighting where 

work is conducted. Most of the work environment is open, 
but loading the back of trucks limits motion. Occasionally 

uses box cutters to break down boxes.

The EE has a Pre-Load deadline - complete prior to 
delivery teams arrive. Work pace is not hastened, 

but a comfortable steady pace. All attention is 
focused on simple repetitive motion at one time. 

Dolly appliances, loading parts into totes, labeling 
boxes repetitively. Warehouse workers have 8 hour 
shifts - variable start times. Depending on demand, 
hours and frequency of days fluctuate. Most of the 
tasks are completed individually, with the exception 

being two man carries. EE works in a group 
environment.

Having spatial awareness using sight, speech, and 
hearing are constant, and essential. 






